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Anson Engine Museum   Ranked #7 of 106 attractions in Cheshire  
13 reviews from our community 

Visitor rating  

Excellent   13  

Very good   0  

Average      0  

Poor            0  

Terrible        0  
 
 

jclimbo    Cheshire         Top Contributor         71 reviews    Reviews in 40 cities     35 helpful votes  
 
“A Splendid Day Out For All !!”  Reviewed 27 August 2012 NEW                 

August Bank Holiday Sunday was spent at the Poynton Anson Museum which is superb. The attraction (and it's a 
good name for it !) is tended by a team of dedicated volunteers who are unfailingly helpful and enthusiastic about 
their engines etc. A Blacksmith Yard was in full swing with the furnace and steam hammer roaring and clacking as 
the Smith heated and formed metal bars. We were fortunate that the immense Stott engine was being run for the 
first time this year (apparently it takes up much effort to produce steam from a small boiler that can hardly cope) 
Elsewhere we found rooms of engines, many working, which cover the development of steam, the internal 
combustion process, the rise of the diesel engine through to a 21st century, amazingly complex Bentley car 
engine. There are marine, lorry and bus engines alongside factory power units connected up to lathes and other 
machinery. It's a fascinating slice of industrial life. Finally, there is a large model of Poynton village so you can 
trace the development of a busy colliery area into its present incarnation of a rural Cheshire treasure.  
 
The site is buried in a maze of narrow roads which wind through the woods above Poynton village and both the 
entrance road and the car park are on the rough side. The cafe and shop are basic at present but I've no doubt that 
the volunteers will get to grips with this side of the operation. But don't let any of this put you off. Go to marvel at 
what Man has achieved in the field of energy and transport over the past 300 years. Even my wife, who is not 
mechanically minded, thought that this was one of the most pleasurable museum experiences she'd had.  

 

HammyDaveXXXL   MammyDaveXXL    Contributor      18 reviews    Reviews in 9 cities       11 helpful votes  
 
“A fascinating museum that more than "Engines"”           Reviewed 26 August 2012 NEW  
Whilst this Museum is often refered to as "well hidden" , and whilst it is down some pretty Cheshire lanes, the Sat 
Nav seemed happy with its post code and took me straight to the gates. If you don't have a Sat Nav its well signed 
from the center of Poynton.  

I visited on a bank holiday weekend so there were extra exhibits in the car park giving a good impression. The staff 
are very friendly and helpfull with free "Guide Sheet" to help you navigate round the exhibits. On the day I visited 
the large Stott steam engine was running, but this isn't run often so if you especially want to see it check the web 
site.  
 
As well as the Stott which was run for short periods there was a host of other engines operating including Gas and 
Oil engines, and a large Gardner Diesel. 
 
If you are not into Engines there is a craft area where there was a demonstration of Blacksmithing, and a large 
model of the area as it was arounf 1900. There are also a number of video displas around the museum , some 
about the social history of the engine manfactureres plants. 
 
All in all a fascinating visit.  



RosWiltshire    Wiltshire        2 reviews                Reviews in 2 cities          2 helpful votes  
 
“Combined 1000 engine rally and Anson Engine Museum visit”    Reviewed 25 June 2012  

Its not often you have a 'perfect' day but when I visited the 1000 engine rally and then went to the museum late 
afternoon and evening, this was as perfect as it gets. The museum is a mecca for old fashioned internal 
combustion engines powered by oil, gas & diesel. It was a very relaxed atmosphere, nothing was too much trouble. 
All the volunteers & staff were very friendly, helpful and knowledgeable. My visit lasted 4 hours and I shall no doubt 
return, just wished I lived a bit nearer. I would thoroughly recommend this to lovers of engineering. Hope to see 
you in 2013, Simon Noad  

 
 
 
 
 
Sarah W    Wokingham, England, United Kingdom    1 review  
 
“A Must See!”    Reviewed 3 June 2012  

I would really recommend this for everyone, although it seems like a bit of a niche attraction, unless you really 
really really dislike engines and spend your spare time time throwing darts at pictures of Thomas the Tank, you're 
going to enjoy a walk around this museum. It genuinely is a hidden gem, with exhibits from all over the country but 
the small scale of the site and friendly nature of the volunteers make it a very personal experience and you will be 
able to make it what you want. For those with a real passion for all things mechanical you won't be disappointed as 
the technical knowledge of the volunteers is vast and the displays impressive. For those of you, who like myself, 
have a more humble aptitude for physics, it is unlikely that you will be bored as the sheer scale of many of the 
working engines is an exciting sight and the sense of history provides an interesting insight into the working 
conditions of the past and the development of modern society.  
 
The surrounding area is also worth a look and it is a short drive from the museum to the millenium walk.  

 
 
 
Barmy_Hatter   Manchester, United Kingdom       1 review  
 
“Superb collection!”     Reviewed 3 June 2012  

I am not particularly technically minded but you cannot fail to be impressed by this outstanding collection of oil and 
diesel engines, many in full working order. The owners and their enthusiatic team of dedicated helpers have 
created a wonderful museum and I happily spent several hours looking and reading about the exhibits and the 
history of the combustion engine. As a local the scale model of the Poynton area circa 1900 also made for for 
fascinating viewing. Recommended! 

 

number1leadman   Senior Contributor   32 reviews   Reviews in 18 cities   25 helpful votes  
 
“Combustion Paradise”    Reviewed 30 April 2012  

Went to the Anson Engine Museum and was completely taken aback by the amount of engines they have there. 
Whether you like steam, diesel or petrol they have them all, and they work. They are not just for looking at. Some 
of the engine are linked up to hammers, generators you name it they probably have it somewhere on site.  A must 
see is the model of the estate of Lord Vernon. It is a magnificent piece of model engineering. It replicates how it 
was many years ago. The tiny houses are exact replicas of the original houses that were there. If you take a 
overhead camera shot you would think it was taken from a hot air balloon. Outside is a workshop area where they 
have “bodgers” making outdoor furniture and showing how to turn wood on a foot operated lathe. There is a 
furnace where they heat up metal and then move it to the 3cwt belt driven hammer. The ground vibrates every time 
it hits the metal being worked. A real treat to see so many engines that still work and the whole place is a credit to 
the team.  

 



S B  Cheshire  1 review  
 
“A good FBHVC destination”    Reviewed 29 April 2012  

FBHVC Drive-it-day – Sunday 22nd April 2012 Starting from The Elephant pub in Shavington, nr Crewe, Cheshire, 
five cars set off to the Anson Engine Museum at Higher Poynton, Cheshire which is a 35 mile run there. Picking up 
a sixth club member on the way past Sandbach, and on arrival two more club members arrived via their own routes 
Although it rained on and off for the visit, we were warmly welcomed by the museum volunteers, who show us the 
amazing model of Poynton and all its coal pits as it was in 1903, the large model being a facsimile of the place 
down to the last correctly placed tree and hedge. Then we were given demonstrations of various working engines, 
in particular the lighting and starting of the Gardner 4T5 semi-diesel. At noon people who wanted, started to collect 
to make their way to the Boars Head pub just up the road for an excellent Sunday roast beef lunch. Some went 
back, while a few of us went a few more yards up the road to have a look at the Macclesfield canal, Higher 
Poynton boat yard, and marina. By three, the last of us were getting into our cars for the run back through the more 
leafy and expensive by-roads of Dean Row and Alderley Edge. All in all, a very good and successful Drive It Day.  

 

RHardman1   Greater Manchester   Reviewer   4 reviews    Reviews in 3 cities  
 
“Hidden gem”    Reviewed 22 April 2012  

Visited the Anson Engine Museum with Manchester Civic Society. Everyone found it fascinating and we look 
forward to having a review in our newsletter. Well done to those who built the massive scale model of the 
surrounding area as it was 100 years ago, and thank you to the curator who gave us an interesting and informative 
tour.  

 
 

racer2_uk     UK    Senior Reviewer  9 reviews   Reviews in 8 cities  12 helpful votes  
 
“a museum that comes to life”    Reviewed 9 September 2011  

A great place to visit for anyone interested in early and very big engines, the staff are very friendly and helpful, they 
offer to start many of the engines while explaining all about them, too see these old engines come to life is a great 
acheivement. This place is a real gem.  

  
  

Steve-Bracegirdle   Lytham St Anne's, UK Senior Reviewer  7 reviews  Reviews in 3 cities  2 helpful votes  
 
“Outstanding”   Reviewed 19 June 2011  

have been to the museum on more than one occaision , a while has passed before this last visit . My word !!!! 
speechless at the amount of work carried out by the friendly & informative members of the museum . So many 
more engines running & just try stopping them from firing one ( or several ) into life . I have no connection with the 
museum , however , we all felt like we belonged there . Pity that home time reared its head , we would have stayed 
longer . It is not just engines , but a great deal of history from our region . Mr Foden , you are a star , you made my 
son's day operating the air starter on the sleeve valve engine . So much smoke . Thank you to everyone there  

 

  ChipsBairnsdale    Bairnsdale   Senior Reviewer  7 reviews  Reviews in 5 cities  3 helpful votes  
 
“Every Man's Dream Shed.”  Reviewed 11 June 2011  

Last year on tour we visited this establishment with a group of mechanical enthusiasits and heir wives from 
Australia. An enthusiast needs much more than the two hours we were there, try all day and more. The very well 
displayed units of old, unique mechanical engines of all types and the enthusiasim and hospitality of the volunteers 
was exceptional. A credit to everyone. The men were entranced and the ladies could admire the stained glass 
panel, join their husband's on the first walk around the exhibits and then retire to the tea rooms allowing the men 
free time to discuss the finer points of the working exhibits. One of the highlights of our trip.  



SpectatorSussex   Sussex   1 review  
 
“A remarkable museum”    Reviewed 21 July 2008  
 
This museum has an extraordinary collection of engines from the very earliest days of the internal combustion 
engine 150 years ago.They are mainly 'stationary' engines used in factories rather than in transport vehicles. Many 
are so rare that it is asurprise to see them at all and a greter surprise to find that they are often running. The appeal 
to anyone with an interest in engineering is obvious but there is also a strong local history appeal because many of 
the engines were built within a few miles of the museum - we think of Manchester as a textile centre but it was also 
a great engineering complex. Lastly one must say that many of the engines are beautiful as sculpture even if one 
does nort understnd all of the technical detail.  
 
 
 
 

GavinFeedback  Norfolk    Reviewer   5 reviews    Reviews in 5 cities    2 helpful votes  
 
“Top attraction. Was of interest to whole party, not just the engine enthusiasts” 
Reviewed 17 July 2008  

Was persuaded to go there with a group of friends while visiting the area. Two of the group were engine 
enthusiasts so they had a great time and have already been back twice since. 
 
I expected to get a bit bored but not a bit of it. The staff (who are all volunteers) were really friendly, took time to 
show us round and run engines. They explained about how the different engines worked and related it to everyday 
things so we could understand. They managed to avoid talking jargon, they made it really interesting and easy to 
follow. I learned loads and didnt get bored at all much to my own surprise. 
 
They had a great exhibition about the diesel engine and I was actually really interested with the story abour Rudolf 
Diesel himself. I didnt know anything about him, to be honest, I hadn't even realised it was named after a real 
person. 
 
They also have a steam engine area, lots of working models and a local history bit. They say they will have their 
big steam engine running next year so I will probably go back to see that working when I am up on a course next 
summer. 
 
I was amazed that three hours had past when we left. Took some photos which I hope are okay and give a flavour 
of the place. 
 
Would certainly recommend it and not just to people who are interested in engines. We did talk to a couple of other 
visitors and they had been to Quarry Bank Mill and to the Power Hall in Manchester and said this place was even 
better.  

 


